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Abstract. We present a statistical analysis of Birkeland

currents derived from Iridium magnetometer data acquired

in the Northern Hemisphere to determine the dependence

of large-scale currents on the interplanetary magnetic field

(IMF) direction. Because the Iridium data span nearly seven

years, we can restrict analysis to only those intervals with sta-

ble currents. We used image comparison to quantify the con-

sistency between successive one-hour current distributions

and selected 1550 two-hour intervals, 5% of the data, for

analysis. Results include: no statistically significant aver-

age currents are present poleward of 80◦ during southward

IMF; Region-2 currents are weak and confined to latitudes

>65◦ during northward IMF; there is marked contrast be-

tween currents for northward and southward IMF but the evo-

lution of the patterns is continuous with IMF rotation. The

directions of flows inferred from the most poleward currents

are more consistent with theoretical expectations of transport

away from magnetopause reconnection than previous results.

We attribute the differences to the restriction in this analysis

to intervals having relatively stable distributions of current so

that the data set corresponds more nearly to pure states of the

system.

Keywords. Ionosphere (Electric fields and currents) – Mag-

netosphere (Current systems; Magnetosphere-ionosphere in-

teractions)

1 Introduction

Birkeland currents play a central role in the transport of en-

ergy and momentum to the ionosphere by conveying stress

between the magnetosphere and the ionosphere. They are

a fundamental signature of the solar wind-magnetosphere-

ionosphere (M-I) interaction and their distribution reflects
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the dynamic state of the system. The M-I system and hence

the distribution and intensity of the large-scale Birkeland cur-

rents is largely governed by the magnitude and direction of

the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), the solar wind speed

and density, and the ionospheric conductivity. Characteriz-

ing these dependencies is central to understanding driven M-

I electrodynamics. Previous studies have determined global

distributions of the large-scale Birkeland currents and their

relationship to solar wind and IMF parameters by statistical

analysis of single-satellite observations (Iijima and Potemra,

1978; Weimer, 2001, 2005; Papitashvili et al., 2002). These

studies significantly advanced our understanding of M-I cou-

pling and may represent the most comprehensive analyses

possible with these data. From this body of work we know

that the IMF orientation is the dominant factor controlling the

distribution of the currents and that while the IMF magnitude

and the solar wind speed and density affect the intensity of

the currents, they do not to first order alter the pattern of the

currents.

More recent studies are not consistent with respect to the

configuration of currents at high latitudes, >75◦ MLAT. In

some cases, currents persist at high latitudes for all IMF

orientations. This is particularly evident in the Papitashvili

et al. (2002) analysis which is based on the high precision

MAGSAT and Ørsted data. In these results, the NBZ cur-

rents (e.g. Iijima et al., 1984; Zanetti et al., 1984) have com-

parable intensities for purely northward and southward IMF.

This persistence of the NBZ currents is evident to a lesser

degree, in the Weimer (2001) results. The persistent NBZ

system is difficult to reconcile with statistical analyses of the

electric field observations from DE–2 (Heppner and May-

nard, 1987; Weimer, 1995, 1996) and plasma drift measure-

ments from DMSP (Papitashvili and Rich, 2002), which de-

tect strong convection associated with northward IMF and

NBZ currents but find only anti-sunward convection over the

polar cap for southward IMF. A persistent NBZ system has

so far not been evident during southward IMF conditions in
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single event analyses of two dimensional Birkeland currents

derived from Iridium magnetometer data (e.g. Waters et al.,

2001; Korth et al., 2004). If persistent polar cap currents re-

ally are present, this would have significant implications for

our concept of convection and energy deposition in the polar

ionosphere.

Conversely, in the Weimer (2005) analysis the NBZ cur-

rents are not present for southward IMF but for northward

IMF they are weaker than the equatorward Region-1 sense

currents. In addition, the Region 2 currents are as strong

or stronger than the NBZ currents. This would suggest that

the dominant flows are not associated with the NBZ filamen-

tary currents but with the persistent strong Region-1 sense

currents. Since the reconnection driven anti-sunward flows

are not expected under these conditions, this would imply

that the viscous interaction is as strong or stronger than

northward IMF reconnection responsible for the NBZ cur-

rents. This is not consistent with the case study of Korth

et al. (2005) and the simulations of the same event (Merkin

et al., 2007), showing that the NBZ currents are stronger

than the Region-1 sense currents while the Region 2 currents

are barely detectable. These conundrums and inconsistencies

between different studies for both northward and southward

IMF motivate the additional analysis of Birkeland current de-

pendence on the IMF orientation presented here.

Global distributions of the Birkeland currents spanning

February 1999 to the present have been derived from mag-

netic field data returned by the constellation of Iridium satel-

lites. The Iridium constellation consists of over 70 satel-

lites in six 780-km circular, near-polar orbits. As part of the

avionics, each satellite carries a magnetometer that is sensi-

tive enough to detect perturbations from the Birkeland cur-

rents (Anderson et al., 2000). Due to the large size of the en-

gineering telemetry block containing the magnetic field sam-

ples, the telemetry rate of these data to the ground is rather

coarse, about one sample from each satellite every 200 s.

Nonetheless, these data allow derivation of global Birkeland

current distributions on one-hour time scales using the tech-

nique described by Waters et al. (2001). The latitude resolu-

tion obtained with a data accumulation of one hour is approx-

imately 4◦. The Iridium global fits of the magnetic perturba-

tions have been verified to be reliable by comparison with

in-situ observations by the Ørsted and DMSP satellites pro-

vided that the Iridium magnetic field sampling is everywhere

finer than the shortest latitude resolved and that the pertur-

bations are consistent over the accumulation interval (Korth

et al., 2004, 2005; Waters et al., 2004).

The Iridium data set is well suited to determine a statisti-

cal description of the Birkeland currents. First, because the

Iridium system yields a two-dimensional distribution every

hour, these data can be used to identify intervals for which

the currents are stable. By testing the current distributions

of sequential intervals for stability, one can impose a quan-

titative restriction that the M-I system remained in a con-

sistent state during the interval in question. Second, using

only stable intervals ensures that the solar wind and IMF ob-

servations recorded by the Advanced Composition Explorer

(ACE) at L1 accurately reflect the conditions at Earth. In

the analysis presented here, the intervals used are one hour

long, longer than the uncertainties in the delay between L1

and Earth. Third, the data set is large so one can afford to

select a small fraction of the data for analysis and still have

enough data to yield statistically significant results.

This paper presents results of statistical analysis of 1550

stable two-hour intervals identified in Northern Hemisphere

observations from almost seven years of observations, to de-

termine the dependence of the currents on the IMF orienta-

tion. We focus on the morphology of the current patterns em-

phasizing differences relative to prior analyses. The key find-

ings are: the absence of statistically significant average high

latitude currents for southward IMF; the minimal Region-2

currents for northward IMF; and the smooth, continuous evo-

lution of the current patterns as the IMF rotates from north-

ward to southward consistent with expectations for flows as-

sociated with magnetopause reconnection. The data analysis

is described in Sect. 2, and the statistical distributions are

presented in Sect. 3 and discussed in Sect. 4.

2 Data analysis

The Iridium data used for this study span nearly seven years,

from February 1999 through December 2005, with greater

than 97% coverage. The derivation of magnetic perturba-

tions from the raw data and evaluation of the Birkeland cur-

rents from the perturbations are described by Anderson et al.

(2000) and Waters et al. (2001), respectively. The present

analysis uses Northern Hemisphere data because the current

distributions from Iridium are generally more accurate there

than in the south. Because of the greater eccentricity of the

magnetic pole in the south, the Iridium constellation orbit

crossing point (near the geographic pole) more often falls

within the regions of large-scale currents in the south than

in the north. Where this happens the fit results tend to be less

reliable owing both to the fact that the input data are cross-

track perturbations only and to singularities in the spherical

harmonic fit near the orbit crossing point. Techniques to cir-

cumvent these present limitations are under development, but

are not required to address the science issues of the present

study, so we focus exclusively on the Northern Hemisphere

data. To identify intervals suitable for analysis, we calculated

Birkeland current distributions for every hour of observations

available and compared distributions for sequential hours to

determine the degree to which the current pattern was stable.

We then quantitatively examined the degree to which this

data subset represents more stable IMF than average using

data from the ACE spacecraft located at L1. Data from the

magnetometer (Smith et al., 1998) and the solar wind plasma

instrument (McComas et al., 1998) were lagged in time us-

ing simple advection from L1 to the Earth’s center using the
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proton bulk speed. The timing uncertainty of this approach

is approximately 10–20 min, shorter than the one-hour inter-

vals used for Iridium data. The average solar wind and IMF

for each one-hour interval of Iridium data were calculated

and used to bin the events by IMF direction.

2.1 Stable current event identification

Stability of the currents was measured as follows. The data

set yielded just over 60 000 one-hour Birkeland current dis-

tributions so we used an automated comparison method. Ob-

ject identification techniques commonly used in image anal-

ysis (Haralick et al., 1987) were applied to every sequential

pair of current distributions to calculate the average percent-

age overlap of the upward and downward current regions

having the strongest currents. For each pair of distributions,

denoted 1 and 2, we identified the peak upward current den-

sity in distribution 1 and expanded the region around this ex-

tremum to include all current densities greater than the 2 σ

confidence level (Korth et al., 2004). The area of this region

is denoted A1. Next we identified all upward current regions

in distribution 2, denoted by the index i, and calculated the

areas of each of these regions, A2,i , also above the 2σ confi-

dence level. We then calculated the area of overlap between

A1 and the ith region in distribution 2, written as Ao12,i . The

fractional overlap was then evaluated from

Ro12,i = Ao12,i/(A1 + A2,i − Ao12,i) (1)

The denominator is the area of the union of A1 and A2,i .

We identified the largest Ro12,i , denoted Ro12,max, and saved

Ro12,max as well as the area of overlap, Ao12,max. The calcu-

lation was repeated for downward current and then also with

distributions 1 and 2 interchanged, that is, by first finding the

maximum current densities in distribution 2. The mean of the

resulting four maximum overlap fractions, written Ro12,max,

measures the average overlap between the two distributions.

Figure 1 illustrates the results of this analysis for four

examples corresponding to southward (a), northward (b),

dawnward (c), and duskward (d) IMF orientations. Upward

and downward currents are shown in red and blue, respec-

tively. Gray shading indicates current densities below the

2 σ confidence level (Korth et al., 2004). The overlaid solid

traces are the overlap regions. In the left hand panels the

contours are from comparison of the earlier interval with the

latter (forward), and in the right hand panels they are from

comparison of the latter with the earlier (reverse). Table 1

gives the Ro12,max values for each pair together with the ad-

vection time lagged average solar wind and IMF quantities

for each one-hour interval.

The examples illustrate how the algorithm identifies the

large-scale currents most in common between the patterns,

regardless of the form of the distribution. Except for the

downward currents in Fig. 1b, the current density extrema

occurred in the same regions in both intervals so the forward

and reverse overlap regions are identical. The contours in
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Fig. 1. Example Birkeland current distributions for (a) southward,

(b) northward, (c) dawnward, and (d) duskward IMF orientation.

Upward (downward) currents are in red (blue) and gray shading

indicates currents below the 2 σ confidence level. Contours in the

left hand panels show the overlap region identified by finding the

region with maximum current density (upward or downward) in the

earlier interval and evaluating the overlap of this region above the

2 σ level with the later interval. Contours on the right show the

overlap found by finding the region with maximum current density

first in the later interval and evaluating the overlap with the earlier

interval.
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Table 1. Current region overlap fraction and average solar wind and IMF parameters for the intervals of Fig. 1. All ACE data are lagged

using simple advection. The clock angle is evaluated from the average vector projection in the Y -Z GSM plane.

Event: Date Ro12,max Time IMF Clock IMF (nT) np vp

(UT) Angle (◦) Bx, By, Bz (cm−3) (km/s)

a: 19 Oct 2001 0.62 18:00–19:00 170 −3.8, 1.3, −7.0 6.8 341

” – 19:00–20:00 153 −5.4, 3.2, −6.3 6.3 337

b: 7 May 2000 0.74 10:00–11:00 14 3.4, 1.6, 6.7 8.1 403

” – 11:00–12:00 16 4.5, 1.7, 5.9 7.8 399

c: 23 March 2002 0.56 15:00–16:00 −110 2.9, −8.8, −3.2 11.7 461

” – 16:00–17:00 −114 2.4, −8.6, −3.8 12.9 456

d: 10 July 2002 0.50 10:00–11:00 103 −5.5, 8.0, −1.9 10.3 394

” – 11:00–12:00 117 −4.3, 7.4, −3.7 11.2 420

Fig. 1b for negative current are different because the maxi-

mum negative current density occurred in different regions

for the earlier and later intervals. The algorithm therefore

identified different regions to use in evaluating the overlap.

In all other cases the maximum magnitude current densities

occurred in overlapping regions so the comparison algorithm

picked the same contours in the forward and reverse com-

parisons. Even though the automated comparison primar-

ily identifies the more poleward large-scale currents, e.g. Re-

gion 1 in Fig. 1a, the correspondence in large-scale currents

is evident for the lower latitude currents as well. The set

of events span the range of current distributions from south-

ward IMF (Iijima and Potemra, 1976) to NBZ currents for

northward IMF (Iijima et al., 1984; Zanetti et al., 1984) and

symmetrically distorted patterns for IMF By dominated con-

ditions of opposite sign (Potemra et al., 1984; Cowley et al.,

1991). The image comparison algorithm successfully picks

consistent pairs of distributions over the full range of patterns

that were found to occur.

Examination of many examples indicated that a threshold

value of Ro12,max=0.45 identified those pairs of distributions

that one would visually identify as consistent. The total num-

ber of distribution pairs with Ro12,max>0.45 was 1550 rep-

resenting 3100 h or ∼5% of the total observations. These

stable distributions are the basis of our statistical analysis.

2.2 Assessment of IMF stability

The primary difference between our work and prior studies

is that we restrict analysis to a subset of the data for which

the current patterns were relatively stable. In our selection

process, the events were selected solely according to the sta-

bility of the Birkeland current pattern without regard to IMF

or solar wind variability. While one would expect that stable

currents should occur for solar wind/IMF conditions that are

also stable, particularly with respect to IMF direction, it is

important to check if this is the case. We therefore examined

the degree of IMF direction stability for every two-hour in-

terval and compared populations with greater and lesser sta-

bility in the Birkeland currents to see if they correspond to

different degrees of IMF stability.

We quantified IMF directional stability as follows. The

unit vector of each four-minute averaged IMF magnetic field

value was constructed, denoted nB,i . The mean unit vector

was then calculated and renormalized to yield a unit vector,

nB,Avg, corresponding to the average IMF direction. The an-

gular departure of each nB,i from nB,Avg is

δB,i = cos−1
(

nB,i · nB,Avg

)

(2)

From the δB,i we calculated the average and maximum, δAvg

and δMax, for each two-hour interval. Note that the maxi-

mum δAvg and δMax are 90◦ and 180◦, respectively. Because

the X GSM component of the IMF does not contribute to

the solar wind electric field to first order, we also calculated

analogous quantities using only the projection of the IMF in

the Y -Z GSM plane. That is, from the Y and Z components

we constructed the Y -Z plane unit vectors, nBYZ,i , the renor-

malized mean unit vector, nBYZ−Avg, the angular departures

from the mean Y -Z plane unit vector, δBYZ,i , and finally the

average and maximum angular departures in the Y -Z plane

from the mean Y -Z plane direction, δYZ−Avg and δYZ−Max.

In the following we simply use “δ statistics” or just “δ” when

referring to the set, δAvg, δMax, δYZ−Avg, and δYZ−Max.

Figure 2 shows the occurrence distributions of the δ statis-

tics for the entire data set of two-hour intervals. These distri-

butions are normalized by the maximum occurrence number

so that the quantities shown are the ratios of the probability

of occurrence, P , to the maximum probability, PMax. The

maxima in the δAvg and δYZ−Avg distributions are 90◦ for the

simple reason that the average departure from the mean di-

rection in a nearly random directional distribution is 90◦. The

largest values of δMax and δYZ−Max are obviously 180◦. All

of the distributions have deep minima near 0◦, reflecting the

fact that the IMF direction is almost always varying. The

IMF direction over two-hour intervals is most likely to vary

by ∼20◦ on average from the mean direction though the most

likely Y -Z plane departure from the mean is smaller, 10◦ to
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Fig. 2. Occurrence distributions of IMF direction variation statis-

tics over the entire set of two-hour intervals having Iridium-derived

Birkeland currents from February 1999 through 2005. All distribu-

tions are normalized by the maximum occurrence number of each

distribution. The angle δ is the departure from the mean IMF di-

rection in the two-hour interval. The subscripts Avg, Max and YZ

indicate the average departure, the maximum departure and direc-

tions evaluated only in the Y -Z GSM plane projection, respectively.

15◦. The shapes of the 3-D and Y -Z plane P/PMax distri-

butions are similar though the 3-D distribution falls off more

rapidly as δAvg increases. A δAvg of ∼60◦ occurs about ten

times less often than the most likely δAvg.

The P/PMax distributions for δMax and δYZ−Max are more

uniform, particularly in the Y -Z plane. The δYZ−Max dis-

tribution rises near 180◦ owing to the fact that if the IMF

X-component dominates, a small rotation of the IMF in 3-

D can lead to a large rotation of its Y -Z plane projection.

The most probable δMax is in the range 25◦ to 40◦ with

a δMax of 120◦ being about ten times less common. For

δYZ−Max the most probable value is about 40◦ but the mini-

mum at higher δYZ−Max never falls below about 0.3 reflecting

a greater range of variation in the Y -Z plane projection.

We now consider whether the set of events with relatively

stable current patterns represents more stable than average

IMF directions, that is, whether they are weighted toward

low δ statistics. We take subsets of events in three overlap

percentage ranges, 0–20%, 45–60%, and 60–100%. For each

subset we normalize the δ distributions by dividing them by

the occurrence rates of all events so that the value for each δ

bin is the fraction of events represented by the subset having

δ in that range. There were ∼14 000 intervals in the 0–20%

overlap subset, 1478 in the 45–60% subset, and 91 in the 60–

100% subset. To compare the occurrence distributions for
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Fig. 3. Relative occurrence probabilities of average and maximum

angular departure from average IMF orientation in two-hour inter-

vals for events in three Birkeland current overlap ranges: 0–20%

(dashed lines), 45–60% (solid thin lines), and 60–100% (solid thick

lines).

subsets of these vastly different sample sizes, the fractional

distributions were re-scaled so that average value was unity.

These normalized, re-scaled distributions are called relative

probability distributions. A relative probability distribution

that had the same distribution in δ as the entire data set would

have a value of 1 for all δ.

Figure 3 shows the relative probability distributions for

δAvg, δYZ−Avg, δMax, and δYZ−Max for all three subsets of

data. The 0–20% overlap subset is shown by the dashed lines,

the 45–60% subset by the thin lines and the 60–100% subset

by the thick lines. It is immediately clear that all of the dis-

tributions for the 45–60% and 60–100% overlap subsets are

skewed toward low δ, with the relative probability of both

being greater than 1 for δAvg less than about 30◦ and for δMax

below about 50◦ or 60◦. The relative probabilities of the 45–

60% and 60–100% subsets increase with decreasing δ and

exceed 2 for any δ below 10◦. The probability of an event

with a 45–60% or 60–100% overlap decreases with increas-

ing δ. The scatter at high δMax is due to the low number of

events in the bins for δMax near 180◦. In particular, there are

very few events in the 170◦−180◦ bin for δMax, and the value

in the δMax distribution for the 60–100% subset represents a

single event.

The relative probability distributions for 0–20% overlap in

the Birkeland current patterns are markedly different. The

distributions are nearly independent of δ being only slightly

below 1 for δAvg below 30◦ and δMax below 60◦, and slightly

above 1 for higher δ. The distributions δYZ−Avg and δYZ−Max

show a drop in relative probability for low δ, indicating that
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the IMF clock angle distribution from 1999

to 2005 (dashed line, right hand scale) with that of the 1550 stable

two-hour Iridium events used for this study (solid line, left hand

scale).

the low overlap fraction events become less likely when the

IMF is stable in the Y -Z plane. This analysis demonstrates

that the events selected here based on the overlap percent-

age in their Birkeland current distributions do correspond to

conditions that are more likely to be stable in the IMF direc-

tion. Moreover, as the degree of overlap increases, the bias

toward stable IMF (low δ) also increases. Thus, with respect

to previous studies that did not select events for IMF stability,

our population is biased toward conditions with stable IMF

direction.

Although not of direct interest for purposes of this paper, it

is interesting to note that stable IMF direction does not guar-

antee that events pass our stable currents test. Nor does a

stable current pattern necessarily imply that the IMF direc-

tion was stable. We identify several observational and phys-

ical reasons why a stable IMF direction does not necessarily

mean that the Birkeland current patterns as recorded by Irid-

ium will be stable. First, a stable IMF is not sufficient to

ensure that currents will be strong relative to the noise level

in our analysis. Currents in local winter are known to be

relatively weak and most of our events come from northern

summer months. In addition, the data density in the Iridium

data may adversely affect the overlap analysis, since if the

distribution of data samples is not comparable from one hour

to the next, the derived current patterns may be sufficiently

different to fail our criteria. Lastly, even though the IMF is

stable, the currents may not be stable owing to internal mag-

netospheric dynamics.

The results also indicate why currents could be included

in our stable pattern subset even though the IMF direction is

variable. It is apparent that the 45% lower limit in overlap

allows for some variation in the currents. That the 60–100%

overlap distribution is significantly more strongly biased to-

ward small δ suggests that the 45–60% subset, representing

the vast majority of the events selected for analysis, includes

a number of events for which the currents really did change

but not so much as to reduce the overlap below our 45%

lower limit. The paucity of events in the 60–100% range may

reflect the fact that the M-I system rarely remains truly sta-

ble for as long as two hours. Thus even though our “stable”

current pattern events represent more stable IMF than the

average variability and hence are more selective than prior

analyses, there remains some degree of real variation in the

currents in the data set we have selected.

2.3 Stable event average solar wind and IMF properties

To organize the stable current events according to IMF direc-

tion, we calculated the average solar wind and IMF proper-

ties for each event. The clock angle, ψ , was calculated as the

arctangent of the Y -Z GSM projection of the average IMF,

ψ= arctan(By, Bz), such that positive ψ indicates duskward

IMF, ψ=0◦ is northward, and |ψ |=180◦ is southward. The

events were then binned by ψ in 45◦ wide bins with bin cen-

ters atψ=0◦, ±45◦, ±90◦, ±135◦, and |ψ |=180◦. Figure 4

compares the ψ-distribution of our events (solid line) with

that for the entire interval from 1999 through 2005 (dashed

line). While both distributions peak for |ψ | near 90◦, the dis-

tribution of all data has comparable minima for ψ=0◦ and

|ψ |=180◦, whereas the stable event ψ-distribution has more

events near |ψ |=180◦ than near ψ=0◦. Nonetheless, the sta-

ble events span the entire range of ψ with good statistics in

each bin; there are 46 events in the ψ=0◦ bin and at least 100

events in all other bins.

Although not critical for our analysis, it is useful to con-

sider the reason for the southward IMF bias in the event dis-

tribution. One possibility is that the solar wind driving must

be stronger to produce more intense currents for northward

than for southward IMF. To check this, we evaluated the av-

erage solar wind electric field projected into the Y -Z GSM

plane, i.e. Eyz=

∣

∣

∣
vx

√

B2
y+B2

z

∣

∣

∣
, for each ψ-bin for the entire

data interval and for the stable events. For all data there was

no dependence of Eyz on ψ as expected and the average Eyz

was 2.05 mV/m. While the event set also showed no signif-

icant variation of the average Eyz with ψ , the average Eyz

for our stable events was 2.7 mV/m indicating that the events

correspond to stronger solar wind driving than average. Our

event selection is therefore biased somewhat toward stronger

driving than average and hence most likely to more intense

currents. Given that Birkeland currents are stronger in the

summer months (Papitashvili et al., 2002), the bias in the

event selection toward strong currents may imply a seasonal

dependence of the selection process.

There is in fact a significant seasonal effect in event selec-

tion. The ratio of the number of events within three months

of northern summer solstice to those within three months of

winter solstice was 2.6:1. The seasonal influence in turn fa-

vors southward IMF conditions in our event selection. This
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wind dynamo driven flow

Fig. 5. Statistical distributions of the large-scale Birkeland currents obtained from analysis of 1550 two-hour global distributions observed

by Iridium. The IMF direction projected in the Y -Z GSM plane for each distribution is indicated by the arrows in the center and by the panel

labels corresponding to the IMF direction at the subsolar magnetopause. The 2 σ uncertainty levels are given in the lower right corner of

each panel. Double line arrows show the inferred direction of flow implied by the most poleward currents.

is confirmed in the seasonal distribution for different ψ-bins;

for the ψ=0◦ bin, the summer/winter event ratio is 3.6:1

whereas for the |ψ |=180◦ bin the ratio is 2.5:1. Since the

currents are at lower latitudes for southward than northward

IMF and since the EUV conductance is on average higher

where the southward IMF currents close, the currents should

be stronger for southward than northward IMF conditions

for comparable dipole tilts. We therefore attribute the lower

number of northward IMF cases in our event ψ-distribution

relative to the IMF distribution as reflecting the seasonal de-

pendence of current intensity.

3 Statistical Birkeland currents

Statistical distributions of the currents were obtained by av-

eraging the distributions within each clock angle bin. The

results are shown in Fig. 5 using the same red (up) and blue

(down) color scheme and polar format as Fig. 1 but without

gray shading. Statistics of the current distributions for each

IMF clock angle bin are given in Table 2. In the figure, the

color to white transition approximates the 2 σ standard er-

ror in the mean given in the table, and which does not vary

greatly with clock angle, so that statistically insignificant cur-

rents are below the color level. The distributions are ordered

by IMF orientation as indicated by the arrows in the figure’s

center panel. The notations +Z and +Y correspond to IMF

northward (N) and duskward or eastward (E) at the subsolar
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dayside magnetopause, respectively. The panels are labeled

indicating the bin center clock angle, e.g. (SW) for south–

west, −Z and −Y . The black double line arrows overlaid

on each distribution indicate the direction of plasma flow in-

ferred from the most poleward pair of large-scale currents.

Table 2 gives the number of two-hour intervals in each av-

eraged distribution, the minimum (i.e. downward) and maxi-

mum (upward) current density in each averaged distribution,

the average 2 σ uncertainty in the current density, the corre-

sponding 2 σ error in the mean, and the total current, Itotal.

The total current was obtained by integrating the current in

each region above the 2 σ standard error in the mean, adding

up the absolute values of these integrated currents and di-

viding by two. The uncertainty listed for Itotal is half of the

difference in magnitude of the integrated upward and down-

ward current.

The evolution of the currents is well ordered by IMF clock

angle. For southward IMF, panel (S), the Iridium aver-

ages show the Region-1 and Region-2 currents discussed by

Iijima and Potemra (1976); Region-1 currents are downward

(upward) on the dawnside (duskside) with the opposite for

Region-2 currents. Our results show that the axis of symme-

try for southward IMF is tilted slightly toward pre-midnight

(pre-noon) relative to the noon-midnight meridian consistent

with average patterns of ionospheric convection (Weimer,

1995, 1996; Papitashvili and Rich, 2002; Ruohoniemi and

Greenwald, 1996, 2005). Southward IMF corresponds to

a total current of 1.82 MA, a factor of 5.5 greater than for

northward IMF, 0.33 MA. In contrast, the maximum average

current densities do not vary as dramatically with clock an-

gle. The totals of the average current distributions are use-

ful for comparison between the averages even though they

may not accurately reflect the total current of individual dis-

tributions which are typically higher (e.g. Korth et al., 2004,

2005).

The current distributions evolve progressively as the IMF

turns away from southward consistent with the influence of

the IMF By (Potemra et al., 1984; Cowley et al., 1991).

For southward and duskward (SE) (dawnward (SW)) IMF,

the duskside upward (dawnside downward) Region-1 current

curls poleward near noon while the opposite polarity Region-

1 current merges continuously across noon with the duskside

(dawnside) Region-2 current. The total current remains com-

parable to that for southward IMF and the maximum upward

and downward current densities are similar.

As the IMF rotates so that By dominates, (E) and (W), the

basic topology is preserved but the areas of the currents de-

crease and move poleward and the total current deceases to

a bit more than half the southward IMF value. In addition,

the most poleward Region-1 sense current, upward for (E)

and downward for (W), has maximum intensity at noon just

sunward of the pole. These Region-1 sense currents near the

magnetic pole are the regions of most intense current den-

sity, upward (positive) for ψ=90◦ (E) and downward (nega-

tive) for ψ=−90◦. For these IMF By dominated conditions

it is not clear whether the most poleward current should be

termed Region 1 or Region 0. Although it appears to have

evolved from the southward IMF Region 1 system, these cur-

rents are often termed Region 0 (e.g. Ohtani et al., 1995). We

therefore use the descriptive term “Region-1 sense” to indi-

cate that the current has the same sense as the corresponding

Region 1 for southward IMF from which it appears to have

evolved. From the inferred flows we argue below that their

relationship to the solar wind dynamo driven reconnection

flows are the same as the southward IMF Region-1 currents.

The topology of the currents changes as the IMF turns

northward. When By and Bz are comparable, (NE) and

(NW), the Region-2 currents are markedly weakened rela-

tive to strong By or southward IMF conditions. The total

current is nearly halved again relative to the (E) and (W) IMF

conditions. However, the most poleward current at noon, up

for (NE) and down for (NW), is more intense than for (E)

and (W) and this small region of current appears to be losing

connection with the corresponding Region-1 sense current at

dusk for (NE) or dawn for (NW). The maximum current den-

sity in this filament near the pole is slightly higher than the

maximum for more southward ψ . In addition, the opposite

Region-1 sense current, down for (NE) and up for (NW), is

losing continuity with the same sense Region-2 current. For

(NE) the dusk equatorward most Region-2 sense current is

completely isolated and the dawn equatorward most Region-

2 sense current for (NW) is only barely contiguous with the

Region-1 sense of the same sign.

For northward IMF (N), the NBZ currents near the pole

are the most prominent feature and the extreme current den-

sities are both higher than for southward IMF. Owing to their

small area the total current is a minimum. The most poleward

currents for (NW) and (NE) are now side by side forming the

NBZ currents that bound the sunward convection flow (e.g.

Eriksson et al., 2005; Korth et al., 2005). The Region-1 sense

currents of complementary polarity are located just equator-

ward of the NBZ system. These Region-1 sense currents at

dusk (up) and dawn (down) are now completely separated

from the localized currents associated with the NBZ currents.

The Region-2 currents are faint remnants of their southward

IMF counterparts and are confined to the dayside in small

areas poleward of about 65◦.

The contrast between northward and southward IMF bears

more quantitative comparison. The integrated Region-

2 sense currents for southward IMF were 0.87 MA and

−0.63 MA, where we denote upward as positive and down-

ward as negative. By contrast, for northward IMF they

were 0.06 MA and −0.03 MA, indicating that the decre-

ment in total Region-2 sense current is a factor of 10 to

20. The Region-1 sense currents for southward IMF were

1.06 MA and −1.07 MA whereas for northward IMF they

were 0.16 MA and −0.12 MA. These are nearly identical to

the NBZ total currents which are 0.14 MA and −0.12 MA. If

the magnitude of the residual Region-2 current reflects the ef-

fects of a viscous interaction, these results indicate that even
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Table 2. Statistics of the averaged current distributions for each clock angle bin.

Clock No. j (µA/m2) Itotal

Angle Events Min Max Avg 2 σ Std-Err (2 σ ) (MA)

−180 S 200 −0.44 0.41 0.19 0.013 1.82±0.12

−135 SW 272 −0.37 0.32 0.17 0.010 1.56±0.12

−90 W 206 −0.35 0.30 0.14 0.010 0.95±0.15

−45 NW 111 −0.58 0.39 0.12 0.011 0.58±0.16

0 N 46 −0.47 0.58 0.12 0.018 0.33±0.04

45 NE 135 −0.27 0.54 0.12 0.010 0.50±0.10

90 E 298 −0.26 0.36 0.15 0.008 1.02±0.09

135 SE 282 −0.39 0.38 0.18 0.011 1.83±0.04

for northward IMF it contributes not more than about 30%

of the current. If the viscous contribution is comparable for

northward and southward IMF, then the relative contribution

for southward IMF is ∼6% of the Region-2 current.

The relationship of the Iridium results to M-I system dy-

namics can be illustrated by considering the flows implied by

the currents. The double line arrows in Fig. 5 illustrate the

flow directions implied by the most poleward currents. The

strongest ionospheric electric field is approximately directed

from the peak downward current to the peak upward current

and the flow direction given by E×B, where B is down-

ward. The inferred most poleward flows are anti-sunward for

southward IMF and sunward for northward IMF. For positive

(negative) IMFBy, the flows are directed toward dawn (dusk)

and rotate progressively from anti-sunward to sunward as the

IMF turns northward. These flows are in agreement with

theoretical and simulation results for convection away from

magnetopause reconnection (e.g. Cowley et al., 1991). The

present results therefore indicate a direct correspondence be-

tween the Birkeland currents and solar wind dynamo forc-

ing and in particular that the most poleward currents are in-

timately linked with magnetopause reconnection, regardless

of the IMF orientation.

4 Relationship to previous analyses

The differences between these results and previous statis-

tical models by Weimer (2001), Papitashvili et al. (2002),

and Weimer (2005) are most evident in the contrast between

northward and southward IMF conditions. For southward

IMF the Iridium distributions do not show significant cur-

rents poleward of 80◦ MLAT whereas some previous results

show statistically significant NBZ-sense currents for all IMF

orientations. From Fig. 3 we estimate that the upper limit

for these currents in our result is approximately 30% of the

northward IMF NBZ intensities. For northward IMF, the

Region-1 and particularly the Region-2 currents, are reduced

in area and intensity compared to previous models. Alter-

natively, Weimer (2005) indicate that the NBZ currents are

weaker than the Region-1 sense currents for northward IMF

and that Region 2 current densities are comparable to those

of the NBZ system, whereas we find that the NBZ current

densities are considerably greater than the Region-1 sense

currents. We also find that the Region 2 currents are mostly

restricted to the dayside for northward IMF. Even though

the difference between northward and southward IMF cur-

rent distributions is greater in our results the previous studies,

the evolution of the currents between these extremes is clear

and systematic indicating a regular transformation of the M-I

system.

To identify reasons for these differences and determine

which results are more reliable, we first need to check

whether high precision magnetic field data are consistent

with our statistical results. To do this, we identified events

in the |ψ |=180◦ and ψ=0◦ bins of our stable currents data

base for which Ørsted vector magnetometer data were avail-

able. From these we picked cases having tracks of the Ørsted

satellite that passed through both the NBZ currents and/or

the large-scale Region 1 and 2 currents. To compare with the

Iridium results we evaluated the horizontal magnetic pertur-

bations from both our statistical result and the Iridium fit for

each event along the Ørsted track and transformed the sta-

tistical and fit results into along and cross track components

in the Ørsted frame. Four cases are shown below in Figs. 6

through 9 and the solar wind/IMF conditions for these events

are given in Table 3.

For the ψ=0◦ bin there were twenty cases with at least

one Ørsted pass with vector magnetometer data. For many of

these, the Ørsted track did not pass through the NBZ system

and the Ørsted data did not show perturbations larger than

the baseline residuals. Figure 6 shows data from 19 August

2003 in which Ørsted passed nearly through the center of

the NBZ system from 12:21 to 13:06 UT. The Iridium data

from 11:00 to 13:00 UT correspond to one of the events in

our stable current data base. The IMF was northward with

Bz>13 nT (cf. Table 3).

The figure shows the detrended Iridium cross-track mag-

netic field perturbations as red arrows in panel (a) together
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Table 3. Current region overlap fraction and average solar wind and IMF parameters for the Ørsted comparison intervals of Figs. 6, 7, 8, and

9 as indicated in the Event: date column and in order from top to bottom. All ACE data are lagged using simple advection. The clock angle

is evaluated from the average vector projection in the Y -Z GSM plane.

Event: Date Ro12,max Time IMF Clock IMF (nT) np vp

(UT) Angle (◦) Bx, By, Bz (cm−3) (km/s)

4: 19 Aug 2003 0.58 11:00–12:00 −3 −2.8, −1.9, 14.5 6.8 453

” – 12:00–13:00 12 −0.5, 2.9, 13.7 5.0 445

5: 4 Aug 2002 0.46 13:00–14:00 −5 −0.4, −0.6, 7.0 6.7 455

” – 14:00–15:00 −25 −0.8, −3.4, 6.9 6.3 462

6: 4 Oct 2002 0.51 16:00–17:00 −160 −0.9, −2.5, −7.0 4.8 413

” – 17:00–18:00 −166 −2.1, −1.7, −6.9 4.7 401

7: 1 Oct 2002 0.57 11:00–12:00 158 −4.2, 8.8, −21.7 15.0 413

” – 12:00–13:00 160 −4.0, 7.7, −21.0 14.7 410

with the Ørsted horizontal magnetic perturbation as black

arrows starting at the Ørsted position when the data were

recorded. We used one second Ørsted data for the analy-

sis but the plot shows one Ørsted value every 20 s for clarity.

Panel (b) shows the Iridium Birkeland current distribution

with the Ørsted magnetic perturbations overlaid in the same

fashion as panel (a). The line plots in (c) show: cross-track

(upper) and along-track (lower) Ørsted data with solid black

traces; Iridium magnetic perturbation fit evaluated along the

Ørsted track with dashed black traces; and magnetic pertur-

bations for the statistical ψ=0◦ average multiplied by two

with the red traces. Since we are primarily interested in as-

sessing whether the average result locates the magnetic per-

turbations in the same regions as observed by Ørsted, the

ψ=0◦ result was multiplied by two, solely to make it easier

to see. We attach no significance to the factor of two and it

is not a quantitative measure of the underestimation in the

statistical result.

A word of caution is warranted regarding currents derived

from Iridium for individual cases such as this event. In ex-

amining individual current distributions derived from Irid-

ium data, the reliable currents are only those associated with

the largest magnetic perturbations. Because the fitting pro-

cess is only constrained by the cross-track magnetic perturba-

tion, the fit will occasionally produce currents that are consis-

tent with the cross-track data but which imply predominantly

along-track perturbations at the locations of the observations.

Hence, although consistent with the input data, the fit pro-

cess can yield low level “phantom” currents for which there

is no compelling evidence in the actual input data. Since

these spurious currents are consistent with the observations

and arise solely because the fit is not ideally constrained by

the data, they are often above the two-sigma uncertainty es-

timate of Korth et al. (2004). We therefore guard against

misinterpreting or over-interpreting the individual event dis-

tributions by emphasizing that currents in regions where the

cross-track perturbations are essentially at the noise level are

not to be trusted and should be ignored in individual events.

Consistent with this caution, for both the 19 August 2003 and

4 August 2002 events (Figs. 6 and 7), only the NBZ currents

near noon on the dayside were clearly consistent between the

two one-hour distributions of each event.

The comparison in Fig. 6 shows that the locations and

sense of the perturbations from both the individual Iridium

event analysis and the Iridium statistical average are con-

sistent with the Ørsted observations. Considering panel (a),

the locations of the enhanced dawnward cross-track pertur-

bations at about 78◦ MLAT in the early afternoon as well as

the cross-track reversal at about 83◦ MLAT are reflected in

both the Iridium and Ørsted data. It is the Iridium data on

the track just pre-noon where the cross-track perturbations

were duskward in the comparable dayside latitude range, that

establish the twin vortex nature of the perturbation field in-

dicative of the NBZ system. From panel (b) it is clear that

the Ørsted data reflect primarily the signatures of the strong

downward current of the NBZ pair since Ørsted passed just

to the dusk side of the center between the upward and down-

ward currents. The Region-1 sense currents were not de-

tected by Ørsted on this pass.

The line plots show that the Iridium fits (dashed traces)

for this event locate the maxima and reversals in both the

cross and along track components quite well while underes-

timating the actual maxima by a factor of two to three. The

Ørsted NBZ signatures for this case exceed 400 nT whereas

the extrema in the Iridium fit are 200 nT in amplitude. This

underestimation in the maxima is consistent with the fairly

low latitude resolution of ∼4◦ that that the Iridium data den-

sity supports. Even though the fit underestimates the inten-

sity, the structure of the large scale features is captured in

the Iridium result. Despite considerable attenuation, the sta-

tistical average also locates the largest amplitude features in

agreement with the large-scale perturbations from Ørsted.

Figure 7 shows results for a ψ=0◦ case with a dawn-

dusk Ørsted track tor comparison with the |ψ |=180◦ results
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Fig. 6. Ørsted and Iridium observations for a northward IMF event from 19 August 2003. Iridium data are from 11:00 to 13:00 UT and

Ørsted data are from the Northern Hemisphere pass from 12:21 to 13:06 UT. Figures show comparison of Ørsted horizontal magnetic field

perturbations (black arrows and solid black traces) with (a) Iridium cross-track perturbations (red arrows), (b) Birkeland currents derived

from Iridium data (red-blue color scale), and (c) Ørsted data (black trace), spherical harmonic fit vector horizontal field from Iridium (dashed

trace), and twice the ψ=0◦ statistical average (red line) evaluated along the Ørsted track. Ørsted data in panels (a) and (b) are shown as

arrows starting at the Ørsted location. Panel (c) shows the horizontal components in cross, bc, (upper panel) and along, ba , (lower panel)

track directions. Average solar wind and IMF conditions for this interval are given in Table 3.

considered below, for which dawn-dusk Ørsted tracks are the

most definitive. Actually, this is the only ψ=0◦ case with a

dawn-dusk Ørsted track for which the vector data are avail-

able. For this event, the magnetic perturbations are smaller,

reaching only 200 nT or so in both the Ørsted and Iridium

data. Despite this, the Iridium data show the same basic

features as Ørsted, namely, anti-sunward perturbations near

noon with sunward perturbations on both the dusk and dawn

sides of the noon-midnight meridian, all of which indicate

the filamentary NBZ currents. This signature in the cross-

track component is evident in Ørsted as well as the Iridium

event and statistics. The along-track signature is reflected

better in the Iridium event analysis than in the statistical fit,

but the basic large-scale structures are consistent with Ørsted.

From panel (b) we see that Ørsted passed just to the night-

side of the current system and the rotational signatures in

the Ørsted data agree with the Iridium-derived Birkeland cur-

rents.
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Fig. 7. Ørsted and Iridium observations for a northward IMF event from 4 August 2002 in the same format as Fig. 6. Iridium data are from

13:00 to 15:00 UT and Ørsted data are from the Northern Hemisphere pass from 13:41 to 14:29 UT. Average solar wind and IMF conditions

for this interval are given in Table 3.

Figure 8 shows the comparison with Ørsted data for a

southward IMF interval on 4 October 2002 (cf. Table 3). In

this case Ørsted tracks dusk to dawn just to the night side

of the dawn-dusk meridian and the data show prominent Re-

gion 1 and 2 current signatures. The Iridium fit is in close

agreement with Ørsted at dusk. At dawn the agreement is

also good though the Iridium fit places the dawn maximum

perturbation slightly equatorward of that observed by Ørsted.

The Iridium fit does not capture the along-track (north-south)

perturbations at dawn very well. Both Iridium and Ørsted in-

dicate prevailing sunward perturbations over the polar cap.

Significantly, the Ørsted data indicate an absence of struc-

tured currents in the polar cap. There is a gradual rota-

tion from slightly dawnward to duskward as Ørsted traverses

from dusk to dawn. For comparison with the NBZ current

signatures, the red traces in panel (c) show the perturba-

tions corresponding to theψ=0◦ statistical average evaluated

along the Ørsted track, again multiplied by two. This com-

parison shows that even though Ørsted passed to the night

side, it would have detected perturbations of an NBZ-like

system, had they been present, consistent with the northward

IMF statistical result.

The last example from 1 October 2002, shown in Fig. 9,

is also for southward IMF but for much stronger driving,

cf. Table 3. Both the Ørsted and Iridium perturbations are

quite large for this event, exceeding 1000 nT, consistent with
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Fig. 8. Ørsted and Iridium observations for a southward IMF event from 4 October 2002 in the same format as Fig. 6. Iridium data are from

16:00 to 18:00 UT and Ørsted data are from the Northern Hemisphere pass from 16:05 to 16:53 UT. The red traces in panel (c) are the ψ=0

Iridium statistical result evaluated along the Ørsted track multiplied by two and are shown to indicate the signatures that would have been

anticipated for NBZ-like polar cap currents. Average solar wind and IMF conditions for this interval are given in Table 3.

the strong IMF, Bz<−21 nT. The Iridium fit closely matches

the cross-track Ørsted data and locates the large scale cur-

rents in close agreement with Ørsted even though the fit does

not capture the along track signals recorded by Ørsted. The

Ørsted track for this case passes near the center location of

the northward IMF NBZ system. While there is a rotation

in the Ørsted data poleward of 80◦ MLAT in the afternoon,

the Ørsted data do not have signatures consistent with the

statistical NBZ perturbations shown in red. We note that

the polar cap signatures in the 1 October 2002 and 4 Octo-

ber 2002 southward IMF cases both correspond to a rotation

from dawnward pointing to duskward pointing indicative of

signatures from distant currents rather than passage through

a set of currents at high latitudes.

These examples reflect what we find generally in examin-

ing cases from our stable currents data base for which Ørsted

data are available. The high precision magnetic field data are

consistent with the Iridium results in the sense that the same

large-scale currents are indicated by both. While the Iridium

statistical result is significantly attenuated relative to both

Ørsted and the Iridium event fit, the location and structure of

the currents are consistent with Ørsted. For northward IMF
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anticipated for NBZ-like polar cap currents. Average solar wind and IMF conditions for this interval are given in Table 3.

we find that the Ørsted data do not show evidence for a strong

Region 2 system, consistent with the statistical Iridium data.

Similarly, for southward IMF, the Ørsted data do not indi-

cate persistent polar cap, NBZ-like, currents, also consistent

with the Iridium statistics. Finally, the Ørsted data confirm

the relative intensity of the NBZ filaments and the Region 1

currents reflected in the Iridium statistics. The differences

between our results and prior analyses therefore cannot be at-

tributed to greater sensitivity of the instrumentation on which

the other studies were based. Some other factor must be re-

sponsible.

We suggest that the present results differ from statistical

studies using data from single satellites because previous

studies did not constrain the input data for stability of the

observed currents whereas the Iridium data afford the luxury

of using only those intervals with relatively stable currents.

This can be expected to introduce departures from prior anal-

ysis for two reasons. First, analysis that does not discriminate

for stability will include periods during which the M-I sys-

tem was dynamic, either because it transitioned between dif-

ferent imposed conditions or because of internal processes.

Hence, some fraction of observations assigned to given solar

wind/IMF parameters actually reflect dynamic behavior not
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specific to prolonged exposure to those conditions. A second

reason is that the timing uncertainty in relating specific solar

wind/IMF measurements to observations of the M-I system

is comparable to the flight time of a low Earth orbiting satel-

lite across the auroral zones, ∼25 min. Advection estimates

from L1 to Earth are uncertain to 10–20 min (e.g. Weimer

et al., 2002). Moreover, the reconfiguration time of the M-I

system is about 20 min (Murr and Hughes, 2001). Since the

IMF is generally variable, even the best attempts to identify

specific observations of the M-I system with particular solar

wind/IMF measurements will assign the wrong driver esti-

mate in some fraction of cases. Since we find that intervals

exhibiting moderately stable currents for two hours happen

only 5% of the time, unavoidable mis-assignment of values

used to measure solar wind/IMF driving may be significant.

By restricting analysis to intervals with stable currents, our

analysis yields distributions that appear to more nearly re-

flect pure states of the M-I system.

For these reasons, even the best analysis of single satel-

lite data would be subject to some mixing across bins in IMF

direction, and the results will be subject to an admixture of

M-I states. The southward IMF cases would be expected to

contain observations that actually represent strongBy or even

northward IMF, and, hence, the apparent persistence of NBZ

sense currents for southward IMF conditions could be ex-

pected. Conversely, observations tagged as northward IMF

conditions could be expected to include strong By or south-

ward IMF for which the Region-1 and 2 currents are strong

leading to an over-estimate of the intensities of these cur-

rents.

The key factor enabling our results is the dramatic differ-

ence in the capabilities of data returned by Iridium and single

satellites to specify the global state of the large-scale Birke-

land currents. Consider how much data would be required

from a single satellite to yield information on the large-scale

currents roughly equivalent to that returned by Iridium. In

one hour, the Iridium constellation returns independent data

from six orbit tracks for identical solar illumination (UT,

date, and EUV intensity) and solar wind/IMF driving con-

ditions. Obtaining an equivalent set of observations from

a single satellite would require six ideally distributed orbits

for comparable solar illumination and solar wind/IMF condi-

tions. The solar illumination (season, UT and perhaps F10.7)

and solar wind/IMF conditions would need to be “matched”

using statistical binning. One might use six season bins,

twelve UT bins, three Eyz bins and eight IMF clock angle

bins. Ignoring solar EUV intensity variations, this gives a to-

tal of ∼1700 bins, comparable to the 1550 two-hour intervals

employed here. For each of these bins one needs at least six

orbits from different MLT planes, or nine hours of observa-

tions (90 min per orbit) corresponding to stable conditions.

Since our analysis indicates that approximately 5% of the

data would represent sufficiently stable conditions to allow

equivalent stable current discrimination, one needs 180 h in

each of the 1700 bins. Thus, a total of ∼300 000 h, 12 500

days, or 34 years of observations would be needed to col-

lect observations roughly comparable to those used in this

study. Whether one could really get by with half as much

observation time is almost immaterial; it is not feasible to

extract equivalent information from single satellite observa-

tions. The Iridium data is therefore the key advance that we

have leveraged here.

5 Summary

In this paper we present results from statistical analysis of

Iridium-derived Birkeland currents to determine the depen-

dence of the distribution morphology on IMF clock angle.

The key results are summarized in Fig. 3. The current sys-

tems for southward IMF consist of the familiar Region 1

and 2 systems of Iijima and Potemra (1976) and the inferred

flow associated with the most intense currents correspond to

anti-sunward convection away from sub-solar magnetopause

reconnection. As the IMF rotates duskward (positive IMF

By) the current distributions are distorted as the inferred out-

flow direction from magnetopause reconnection rotates from

anti-sunward toward dawn in the Northern Hemisphere. The

dawn-side downward Region 1 becomes contiguous across

noon with dusk Region 2 while the upward Region 1 shrinks,

rotates toward noon and moves poleward. As the IMF ro-

tates northward with By positive, the currents with strongest

intensity continue moving to the dayside with the upward

current poleward of the downward current. This configura-

tion corresponds to outflow from magnetopause reconnec-

tion from dusk to dawn in the Northern Hemisphere. For

northward IMF, the inferred flow rotation is complete and

the strongest upward current occurs on the dawn side, com-

pleting the reversal from the southward IMF Region 1 con-

figuration, indicating sunward flow at highest latitudes corre-

sponding to reverse convection from reconnection poleward

of the cusp. The Region 2 currents are dramatically weaker

than for southward IMF and are confined to the dayside pole-

ward of 75◦ MLAT. This evolution in the currents with IMF

from south to north with positive By is mirrored with respect

to the noon-midnight meridian for By negative. The results

indicate that the M-I system achieves purer states than previ-

ous statistical analyses of Birkeland currents had indicated.

For southward IMF we find that the Region 1 and 2 cur-

rent systems are not accompanied by statistically significant

currents in the polar cap, poleward of 75◦ MLAT. This is dif-

ferent from some previous statistical results which obtained

persistent polar cap currents for southward IMF (e.g. Papi-

tashvili et al., 2002). In this context one can appreciate the

conundrum presented by a set of NBZ currents for southward

IMF. If such a system were present in panel (S) of Fig. 3,

one would need to impose a sunward flow at the pole toward

noon. Since field lines threading the polar cap for southward

IMF are generally accepted to be open, this would imply a

secondary reverse dynamo on open field lines, and four-cell
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ionospheric convection for southward IMF. It is difficult to

conceive of a configuration of reconnection or other mech-

anisms to produce a sustained vortical flow structure that

could be active in this region. Simulations do not yield such

structures. By showing that persistent NBZ-like currents are

not present for southward IMF, the present results resolve a

discrepancy between our observational knowledge of Birke-

land currents and our understanding of M-I system dynamics

for southward IMF.

The present results for northward IMF provide additional

evidence that the viscous interaction is a secondary contrib-

utor to M-I driving. Discussion has continued for decades

concerning the relative roles of reconnection of interplane-

tary magnetic field lines with the Earth’s magnetic field on

the one hand (Dungey, 1961), and viscous interaction be-

tween the solar wind flow and the magnetospheric circula-

tion on the other (Axford and Hines, 1961), in driving the M-

I system. For northward IMF, reconnection occurs poleward

of the cusp so that the two processes are spatially separated,

and their relative contributions can be assessed by comparing

the Birkeland currents associated with the plasma circulation

they induce (Korth et al., 2005). The Weimer (2005) result

found that for northward IMF the Region-1 sense currents

were of greater intensity than the filamentary NBZ currents

nearest the pole. This would imply a significant contribu-

tion due to a viscous interaction vis-à-vis reconnection pole-

ward of the cusp. In this study we find that the Region 2

currents are weak and narrowly confined for northward IMF

and that the filamentary NBZ currents are more intense than

the Region-1 sense currents and carry essentially the same

total current as the Region-1 sense currents. The total north-

ward IMF Region 2 current is significantly less than 10% of

the Region 2 total current for southward IMF implying that

the viscous interaction plays a relatively minor role in solar

wind-magnetosphere coupling. Simulation results of Son-

nerup et al. (2001) for the magnetospheric response to inter-

action with an unmagnetized solar wind indicate a potential

of almost 30 keV for a nominal 400 km/s solar wind speed.

Our result suggests that the Sonnerup et al. (2001) result may

be an over-estimate of the viscous contribution in the natural

system either owing to numerical effects or to a reduction in

the viscous interaction due to the magnetic field in the nat-

ural system. We note that Korth et al. (2005) found an up-

per limit for the viscous potential of ∼13 kV consistent with

the present statistical result of a roughly 10% contribution to

southward IMF convection.

The results suggest that the Iridium stable currents data

base should be further exploited. The data base could be

used to determine the role that factors other than IMF clock

angle have in governing the intensity of M-I solar wind cou-

pling. This should yield new insight into the key factors gov-

erning the intensity of M-I solar wind coupling. Moreover,

comparison of these results with simulation results will then

allow us to assess how reliably the models capture not just

the morphology of the coupling but also its intensity.
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